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February, 2017. Editor in Chief – Marilyn Boyle. 

 

Hello to all members and hope the new year has been good to you so far. 
 

Up at the Meentheena Retreat, it has been interesting weather wise, with our 

hosts having to endure both high temperatures and a lot of rain. 

The pictures below indicate the results.  Thankfully, no damage has been 

recorded to buildings and infrastructure, other than roads washed out. 
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The committee had a very successful meeting earlier this month and a work 

party is at present being planned. As soon as dates, etc. are known, we will 

advise. Anyone who would like to assist in any way is most welcome. 
 

Our thanks go to Roger, Ray and Jo, Geoff Smith (Scruffy) and Colin Turner, 

also Russell and Sue, who have filled the position of camp host at various 

times. They have cared for and maintained the retreat, also working on the 

road and creek crossing, especially the road leading to camp from Rippon 

Hills Rd. Needless to say, the tractor has been having a work out! 

Our solar system although still needing some tweaking, is running 

satisfactorily for our hosts, the water tank is filling up and the surrounds very 

green. 
 

A big thank you to Les, for all his hard work and input regarding work parties 

and coordination. Les will remain on as treasurer but has stepped back from 

the work parties’ duties. 
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Also, a big thank you to BGC Residential for the donation of a new 

commercial gas oven/stove for the new host quarters, and to Gerry for 

organising it. Gerry is now the coordinator of work parties and host quarters. 

 

Derek and President John have been in contact with Andrew Smith of 

Perseverance Drilling. Andrew has kindly donated to help us purchase a 

mobile Cool Room to use at the races and onsite at the camp. Andrew’s 

generosity is very much appreciated. 

 

If you are interested in helping at the Marble Bar Races making and selling 

hamburgers etc.; we would love volunteers to assist. The races are on the 

weekend of 1st July and this is our big fundraiser of the year. It is a fun 

weekend and works well if incorporated into a holiday around the area. The 

weather is also more pleasant. Doc and Lorraine Livingstone are once again 

coordinating. Please contact them at docliv@bigpond.com for more info. 

 
 

 

John Schnaars 

President 
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